Abstract--This
INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic communication (UWA) [1] suffers from doubly selective (both time and frequency) channel, attributed to long delay spread and serious Doppler spread from high mobility between transmitter and receiver.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [2] , as a multicarrier communication scenario, is widely used in wireless communications channels. Compared to the single carrier system [3] with complicated equalization, OFDM is superior in resistance to Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) [4] and low complexity. However, OFDM is more vulnerable to Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) [4] , due to loss in orthogonality caused by high Doppler spread. Recent research has focused on channel estimation of block transmission over UWA channel. Basis Expansion model (BEM) [5] is one of the popular approach which models time variant character of channel via Basis Expansion coefficients and different basis, such as Complex Exponential basis (CE-BEM) [5] and polynomial basis (P-BEM) [6] . In [7] , it is shown that DPS-BEM, which is employed to model the time variant channel by providing DPS sequences basis, performs better than other types of BEM, because DPS sequences is set to approximate bandlimited channels over finite time windows, alleviating spectral leakage and truncating problem in CE-BEM. Thus both bandlimited and time-limited nature of channel are taken into consideration. However, more unknown coefficients need to be estimated in UWA channel, than in wireless communication channel due to larger delay spread, bringing about huge complexity. It has been explored the sparse nature of UWA channel, entailing that majority of channel energy is concentrated on a few paths, as is shown in Figure 1 .Therefore, Compressed sensing (CS) [8] is applied to estimate the sparse channel information and it consists of two parts. One is constructing a dictionary matrix which to large extent reflects the channel nature, including delay and Doppler spread, and the other is application of optimization algorithm to recover the sparse channel coefficients.
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The remainder of paper is organized as follows, Section 2 presents the proposed sparse channel estimation based on FrFT, with FrFT-OFDM system, Fractional Fourier based dictionary matrix, mutual coherence and CoSaMP algorithm.
In Section 3, simulation results and discussions are presented. Section 4 gives a conclusion of the paper.
Notation:
In this paper, transpose, conjugate and conjugate transpose are denoted as and respectively.
denotes a diagonal matrix produced by a vector extracts the th row and th column element from a matrix. Finally, is the inner product and is the absolute value.
SYSTEM MODEL

FrFT-CS Transceiver
The proposed Fractional fourier based channel estimation is called (FrFT-CS) due to implementation of compress sensing (CS), and FrFT based transceiver is shown in Figure 2 . 
where is the angle of rotation between time and frequency domain, and is the data of subcarrier. After appending cyclic prefix (CP), the transmitted waveform is corrupted by UWA channel which is doubly selective, contributing to the received signal (2) where , , , and , denote the number of paths, path gain, the delay, the Doppler shift of the i-th path, and complex Gaussian noise respectively.
Then, demodulated via FrFT after discarding cyclic prefix is expressed as [15] )dt
Where is the estimated data at q-th subcarrier.
Compressed Sensing Based Channel Estimation Method
Dictionary Matrix Construction
According to the transmitted and received signal in equation (1) and (3) respectively, the channel frequency response is denoted as (4) which could be separated into three parts:
Where (6) is the contribution of ICI caused by Doppler frequency in . Due to the sparse character of UWA channel, both the multipath delay and Doppler shift can be discretized to build the dictionary representation matrix, denoted as and respectively. [16] in which is the oversampling factor, and is selected as residual Doppler shift after process by FrFT.
The received signal in (3) can be simplified and written in (9) where
is a the number of columns of the measurement matrix is much greater than that of the row, namely .
The Dictionary matrix should meet the requirements of restricted isometry property (RIP) [12] , explained as below:
with unit-norm columns one can define the restricted isometry constants as the smallest number such that, for any x that is s-sparse.
However, it is difficult to calculate the isometry constants Another method which measures the mutual coherence of the dictionary matrix is expressed below:
where and represent the and column of respectively. The equation (10) FrFT have a better performance of energy concentration along the diagonal, contributing to less coherence. In addition, the randomly placed pilot allocation [8] is applied, which has been largely agreed as one kind of optimal method for sparse channel estimation, is implemented.
Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) Algorithm
In order to solve the sparse problem of equation (9), various kinds of sparse recovery algorithms have been proposed. Among them, the basis pursuit (BP) [17] and OMP [18] algorithms are the most popular in the application of UWA. OMP, compared with BP, has two advantages. Firstly, it is more convenient to implement OMP which is a greedy iterative algorithm than BP based on convex optimization.
Secondly, the computational complexity of BP is much more intensive than that of OMP, especially when the subcarrier number is large. Consequently, in this paper, CoSaMP, an improved algorithm of OMP is implemented to search for the optimal result. The CoSaMP algorithm is briefly described below.
Step1: The residual component , and iteration number is initialized as and . Both the candidate support and indices set are initialized as empty sets, denoted as , respectively.
Step2: The columns of dictionary matrix is correlated with one by one, expressed as , and the 2K largest Step4: The K largest absolute elements are chosen from , denoted as , and they are corresponded to the K columns in dictionary matrix , denoted as .
Step5:
The residual component is updated as
.
The Step2 to Step5 are repeated until the iteration number reached the known sparsity or the norm of is reduced below a predetermined threshold.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed FrFT-CS is simulated, compared with DPS-BEM. The Normalized Means Squre Error (NMSE) and channel impulse response (CIR) estimated by both methods are display. 
Simulation performance analysis
